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Marcus Oâ€™Neal sees nothing wrong with wanting two women at the same time. He feels that his
charm and the power of the "D" will be the answers to Charlene Wilson and Keyshia Greenâ€™s
every prayer. Little does he know that Charlene has a few hidden secrets of her own that will bring
more drama into the mix than Marcus has ever seen in his entire lifetime. Marcusâ€™s girlfriend,
Keyshia Green does whatever ...whenever...however ...anything to please her precious Marcus.
Sheâ€™s invested her time and plenty of effort to do whatever it takes to keep her man around. She
is determined to win in the end but at what cost?Marcus definitely is wanting to have all his birthday
cake and two scoops of ice cream on the side....besides he knows that neither Keyshia nor
Charlene ain't going anywhere with all that good mind blowing sex that heâ€™s putting on both of
them. The only thing is he never thought of the consequences that would take place after all of his
mind games. Things begin to spiral out of control and his world suddenly is turned upside down.
What do you do when your back is against the wall? How do you handle drama that you never
believed imaginable? Who do you turn to when you find out that your world is slowly but surely
becoming down right GUTTA?
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I hate to write reviews that are in a negative light, but this time I have to. I tried my best to continue
to read this book, I get the point of the characters telling the story, but when they veer off into la-la
land and it bears no bearing on what is being talked about, it is a bit much. I found myself trying to
figure out what certain words meant like Uh he. I have no clue what this means, and the author
should've taken that into consideration when writing. I was so thrown off by words like this and there
were quite a few of these amongst others. I am sorry, but this is just horrible and frustrating. There
is too much repetition. How many times will Charlene describe why she is known as GUTTA? How
many times will she talk about Marcus' playing with her emotions? I don't mind the cuss words, but
when they seem to not be needed or they are every other word, it becomes a little annoying. I got to
ONLY the second chapter and had to call it quits. I was going to continue to read and push through
but after speaking with a friend of mine who read it, she said it isn't worth the time. She said that the
book continues in this fashion until the last couple of chapters and the ending is just as
disappointing. I may try to read it one day, but I doubt it. This is the type of book that you will read
only when there is nothing else and you don't have .99 to buy another.My review is not as a put
down to the author, but I hope you take the criticism and expand. There was a great foundation for
an excellent story line, but you lost me in your execution.Good luck in your future endeavors.

I loved this book. The fight scene with Keyshia and Gutta was too funny. Needless to say, I was
hooked from the first sentence. The ending got me, without spoiling it for others let me say that a
man never realizes how much he loves his woman until she can't take anymore. I'd recommend this
read and I'm definitely ready for part 2!!

The cover of the book is what intruiged me to buy this book, and I can say that I enjoyed this book
from a person's inner thoughts and feelings. This books shows you everyday people, everyday
situations and everyday life in general- except for slice..slice.... Don't want to give away too much,
but this is a great urban tale. Looking forward to future books.Marie Ann :)

If there was one small complaint about this book, it would be the southern lingo/Ebonics smash up.
After a couple of chapters, it grated on my nerves. I'm used to urban fiction novelists using the street
language, hood linguistics if you will, so it didn't stop this from being a great book.I've read a book

by Redd before so I had big expectations for GUTTA; she did not let me down. This is a deep story
from Gutta's perspective, it had some really funny moments (I laughed out loud) and it also
addresses the seriousness of abuse. I like that Redd did her homework, really giving the readers
and accurate depiction of mental illness.The best part is that the second book is already out, and
based on reviews alone I've already purchased it.

GUTTA... an interesting tale of a woman, who played no games with life... a young woman who fell
victim to lifes hardships and managed to deal with them accordingly ....until her past came back to
haunt her... GUTTA a survivor by nature .. handles business in the only way possible, killing anyone
who gets in her way....Gutta the work of fiction has a nice mix of characters all who have issues with
trust, romance, relationships the range .. Gutta who struggles with the aforementioned demons also
suffers from mental health issues.. what is interesting about Gutta/Charlenes story is how we all live
double lives however are unable to acknowledge who we realy are. Great Read, looking forward to
GuttaII to see how the story plays out.

Gutta is one Bad BÃ‚Â°*Ã‚Â°h!! I couldn't get enough of this. My emotions were on overdrive! Boy
did I laugh at Keisha's ass for sporting her clearance Roc A WEAR and her body stray. I felt
Clarlene's pain while she re lived her childhood. I enjoyed the friendship she shared with Trisha. I
was on edge while Gutta did her thang and I cheered Marcus on in his attempt to go out and find the
love of his life. Now I am off to part two!! Fantastic Book Redd. I truly enjoyed it!!! :)

Omg I love Gutta she my new girl character crush I was laughing so much in this book and rushing
to read to see what was gon happen next Keyshia and Lolly should've mind their business and they
wouldn't have met Gutta I love how Marcus expressed his love for her he so sweet but wrong for
cheating Authoress Redd did a fantastic job and I will continue to support her Ok next up is part 2!!!

GUTTA was SOOOOOO GOOD, PURE FIYAH. A PAGE-TURNING STORYLINE ABOUT PEOPLE
in SITUATIONS that SOME of US can RELATE TO. MARCUS was TORN BETWEEN TWO
WOMEN, CHARLENE aka GUTTA who was NO JOKE & KEYSHIA. He was in LOVE with ONE,
and in LUST with the OTHER. A LOVE TRIANGLE with DRAMA, DRAMA, and MORE DRAMA.
PAST ACTIONS LED to REACTIONS and CONSEQUENCES. WHO will MARCUS CHOOSE? Will
HE HAVE to CHOOSE? OR Will the CHOICE be MADE for HIM? BUY and FIND OUT WHAT
HAPPENS, YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED. I LOOK FORWARD TO READING FUTURE

BOOKS BY AUTHORESS REDD, WHO DID AN AWESOME JOB. GUTTA IS ABSOLUTELY
RECOMMENDED..............
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